INTERNATIONAL YOUTH SUMMER SCHOOL
Since 2011, Youth Time International Movement (YTIM) has organized Summer Schools in Czech Republic, Germany, Russia, Italy, Croatia, in various cities across China (in partnership with the China Soong Ching Ling Foundation) and in Iceland.

Every event discusses current youth-related topics and is carefully composed to serve as an educational and networking platform to around 50 young people attending from all over the world. The School comprises a multitude of keynote speeches, masterclasses, workshops and case studies each conducted by experts in their respective fields.

Previous themes of the events have included “Life, Job, Balance: Test/Taste your lifestyle”, “Crisis and Society: Issues of Management”, “Bridging Cultures with Business Experience” and “Future Skills for Workplace Sustainability: Preparing for Transition”.

Further, through the rich diversity of participants who attend each event, the International Youth Summer School considers cultural exchange an essential aspect of each edition. The program also gives participants the opportunity to explore some of the cultural sites within the host city, in addition to experiencing local cuisine and different forms of entertainment.

YOUTH GLOBAL FORUM
The Youth Global Forum has become YTIM flagship event since 2015, annually welcoming around 150 attendees from all over the world.

Every year, world-class speakers, leaders and experts join together to take part in discussions and project presentations set in accordance with a particular theme relevant to trending topics which affect youth.

In 2015, for example, innovative ideas to solve unemployment and the future of education were discussed in Barcelona. In the following year, the interdependence between sustainability and social entrepreneurship was analyzed in Jakarta. Set in Dubai, the 2017 Youth Global Forum focused on ethical entrepreneurship in a knowledge-based economy. In 2019, we explored the theme of Industry 5.0 vs. Inclusive Development together with local and international experts in Amsterdam.

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
Not only we try to create space through international events for young people to meet and discuss the most prevalent youth issues of today, we also care about their growth beyond our events.

Therefore, every year we offer 6 former participants to join the Ambassador program, which allows them to get involved in preparation for events throughout our calendar; get to know how such international events are organized; bring their own ideas and suggestions; have the opportunity to represent YTIM activities in their countries and participate again in all YTIM events with all associated costs covered by our organisation.

PROJECT COMPETITION
At Youth Global Forum, young participants (students, young professionals and especially social entrepreneurs) are given a platform to present project ideas related to the theme of the event, with the winners being awarded grants, scholarships and internships to help with their project development.

OPEN LECTURES
YTIM also organizes open lectures across different destinations, previously in Paris, Prague or Tallinn. The lectures are usually hosted by universities and are free to all who wish to attend.

In the past, we have had the honor to participate in lectures conducted by Ing. Martin Jahn, Chief of International fleet sales of Volkswagen AG, Ing. Eduard Palíšek, Ph.D., MBA, General Manager of Siemens CZ, Prof. Bernard Ramanantsoa, Dean of HEC Paris School of Management or Dr. Václav Moravec, Journalist, Presenter and University Teacher of Journalism.
RHODES GLOBAL FORUM
Every Autumn between 2010 and 2014, YTIM organized the Rhodes Youth Forum. Over 150 participants annually met up on the Greek island of Rhodes to discuss socially significant topics such as World Community, The Future of Youth, Social Initiatives or Collective Collaboration.

Further, participants were given the opportunity to present projects to offer solutions to these social matters. Winning projects were awarded with financial support and expert advice through Youth Time's Idea Grant, which helped with their development and implementation.

Rhodes Youth Forum was supported by more than 60 youth organizations and was listed in the official Events Calendar of the International Year of Youth organized by the United Nations.

INDIA YOUTH FORUM
In March 2012, YTIM gathered 232 young participants and guests from over 39 countries as well as students from the Jawaharlal Nheru University in Delhi, India to confer over the country and society of their dreams.

The goal of this gathering was to develop a universal model for the creation of a society of the 21st century. A global project named “The world of my dreams” was launched, in which an overlay map of the world was made containing the ideal countries imagined by young people.

INTERNATIONAL CONCEPT COMPETITION
In April 2011, over 400 young designers and journalists from more than 15 different countries were brought together to debate around the topic of Space and the Future of Humanity.

Interesting discussions were held about the interconnection and future collaboration between technology and humankind. The best ideas and projects were awarded the grant prize – a trip to the launch site in Baikonur, Kazakhstan.
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